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Performance Assessment in the PILOT Experiment On
Board Space Stations Mir and ISS
Bernd Johannes; Vyacheslav Salnitski; Alexander Dudukin; Lev Shevchenko; Sergey Bronnikov

BACKGROUND:

The aim of this investigation into the performance and reliability of Russian cosmonauts in hand-controlled docking of a
spacecraft on a space station (experiment PILOT) was to enhance overall mission safety and crew training efficiency. The
preliminary findings on the Mir space station suggested that a break in docking training of about 90 d significantly
degraded performance.

METHODS:

Intensified experiment schedules on the International Space Station (ISS) have allowed for a monthly experiment using
an on-board simulator. Therefore, instead of just three training tasks as on Mir, five training flights per session have been
implemented on the ISS. This experiment was run in parallel but independently of the operational docking training the
cosmonauts receive.

RESULTS:

DISCUSSION:

KEYWORDS:

First, performance was compared between the experiments on the two space stations by nonparametric testing.
Performance differed significantly between space stations preflight, in flight, and postflight. Second, performance was
analyzed by modeling the linear mixed effects of all variances (LME). The fixed factors space station, mission phases,
training task numbers, and their interaction were analyzed. Cosmonauts were designated as a random factor. All fixed
factors were found to be significant and the interaction between stations and mission phase was also significant.
In summary, performance on the ISS was shown to be significantly improved, thus enhancing mission safety. Additional
approaches to docking performance assessment and prognosis are presented and discussed.
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H

umans under the conditions of long-term spaceflight
are exposed to numerous stress factors, e.g., environmental-physical, social, and informational. These factors are considered to represent a main risk for failures and
errors within the complex crew-spacecraft system.10,11 Preliminary findings on the Mir space station suggested that a break
in docking training of about 90 d significantly decreased performance.13 Therefore, the assessment of cosmonaut’s performance and reliability of docking skills is considered to be an
important way to analyze the crew’s operational reliability.9 In
the present study, we focused on the manual docking maneuver. A cosmonaut’s reliability in this mission-relevant operation
has central importance for the operational reliability of the
whole man-machine system.
In the seventies, Komotski and colleagues started a scientific
program for objective performance assessment during crew
activities, among them docking training.7,8 This work was
then continued with an IBMP-RSC Energia-DLR collaborative
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project: the space experiment PILOT. The aim was to develop
a PC-based autonomous research docking simulator and to
investigate different approaches to evaluate an operator’s reliability in manual docking.13,17 This methodology was applied
and tested in the PILOT experiment on the Mir space station,
the International Space Station (ISS), and in several terrestrial ground-based experiments in space analogues (e.g., isolation, bedrest, immersion, etc.). The expert knowledge-based
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coefficient of exactness (Kt) was implemented into the regular
docking training of cosmonauts as well as into the software of
the PILOT experiment and thereby became the “gold standard”
for performance evaluation of this maneuver. We retain the
name of the index as “Kt” because it has fundamental relevance
in Russian performance evaluation in all publications. The “K”
stands for coefficient and the “t” for exactness (Russian: tochnost). To validate the Kt, several statistical methods were implemented. These methods should integrate the numerous raw
parameters into one objective “quality” indicator based on data
and not assumptions. Canonical correlation analyses for the
comparison of physiological data14–16 were tested as well as
exploratory factor analyses for the separate evaluation of the
performance data and the psychophysiological load.5,6 Confirmatory factor analyses were then performed for the verification
of the latter. The main approaches and methods used for the
assessment of performance are described in this paper. The
results presented herein are based on data obtained during
spaceflight experiments on both Mir and the ISS.

METHODS
The performance evaluation of a spaceflight maneuver was
originally prepared by Salnitski and colleagues for the situation of a manually controlled redocking flight. This maneuver
becomes necessary if the docking point on the space station
(SS) used for automated docking is blocked by a spacecraft
(SC), but will be required for another approaching SC. This
redocking flight can start and end at several existing docking
points of a SS. The SS has had several changes in its configuration during its life cycle. Therefore, an automated program for
each flight path is difficult to maintain. Manual control of
redocking flights was the routine procedure during the Mir
period and continues still on the ISS. Training and skill maintenance of manual control and docking of a SC on a SS has
always been a fundamental part of Russian cosmonauts’ education. During the Mir period, research simulator software was
developed by the working group of Salnitski et al. in the IBMP
(mainly by Jury Shlykov). For the ISS epoch, the research simulator software was provided by RSC Energia and was also used
for the regular docking training of cosmonauts.
The standard position of a SC is to be docked at the SS. A
standard redocking flight is divided into five flight phases. The
“flight-off ” (flight phase 1) begins with the moment of decoupling of the SC from the SS and ends when the SC has reached
a safe distance from the SS (30–40 m). The “stabilization-1”
phase (flight phase 2) occurs when the SC is within the safety
distance and is correctly orientated toward the SS prior to the
“flight-around” (flight phase 3). The “flight-around” phase
starts when the SC leaves the “stabilization-1” position and
ends at a second “stabilization-2” position. During the “flightaround,” the distance to the SS has to be kept within an optimal
and safe corridor. The SC has to be kept continuously oriented
perpendicular to the body of the SS. The required sideways
flight with the SC is one of the most difficult maneuvers of the

redocking flight. Any collision with parts of the SS has to be
avoided and, with respect to the actual configuration of the SS,
the requested flight path and the safe distance differ. The
“stabilization-2” phase (flight phase 4) prepares the SC for the
final docking approach. The SC has to be stabilized at the center
line of the docking point while at safety distance. The orientation of the SC can be best prepared at this distance (lowest angle
errors). The “final approach” (flight phase 5) begins when
the SC leaves the “stabilization-2” position and ends with the
moment of contact with the SS, the “docking.” The “docking”
phase is not considered to be a flight phase and is therefore
evaluated separately. It is, however, the most important and
critical moment of the redocking flight. The evaluation score for
the fifth flight phase (“final approach”) was in practice often considered the most important as it summarizes the final approach
and moment of contact. Therefore, our analyses focus on this
indicator (Kt5, described in detail in Appendix A, which is
available online; 10.3357/amhp.4433sd.2016).
In the evaluation of redocking flight quality, 12 parameters
(Table I) play a central role. These are simply a set of 12 physicalmathematical parameters that describe the position and the
motion of the SC and SS with regard to each other. The nomenclature is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The main measurements for the contact moment are the distances in y- and z-axes, the relative speeds along all axes, and
the angles between axes of the docking compartments of the
spacecraft and the space station. For the flight-around phase,
the most relevant parameters are the optimal distance from the
space station and the continuously optimal orientation of the
spacecraft toward the space station. During the final approach
phase, the following parameters are analyzed: deviations from
the center line, optimized speed toward the station with respect
to the actual distance.
The Kt represents an expert knowledge-based common
evaluation of a complete redocking training flight. The mathematical apparatus was published in parts by Dudukin et al.4
and is presented in detail in our Appendix A online (10.3357/
amhp.4433.2016). The general idea is that safety ranges were

Table I. Description of Performance (Raw Data).
POSITION FIRST DERIVATION: MOTION
r

dr/dt

w1

dw1/dt;

u1

du1/dt

w2

dw2/dt;

u2

du2/dt

g

dg/dt

DESCRIPTION
Distance between the visor of
the SC and the docking point
of the of the SS/approach
speed
Yaw, course angle (y axis, Y1) of
the SC with regard to the SS
Pitch angle (z axis, Z1) of the SC
with regard to the SS
Yaw, course angle (y axis, Y2) of
the SS with regard to the SC
Pitch angle (z axis, Z2) of the
SS with regard to the SC
Bank angle (x axis, X1 5 X2)
between SC and SS

An index of 1 is related to the space craft, an index of 2 is related to the space station. SC:
space craft; SS: space station.
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exploratory factor analyses (FA)
were used. The aim was not to
find “common factors” behind
the raw data, but rather to create
an orthogonal reference frame
to allow for an orthogonal vector sum integration of the factor
scores.12, p.482 For each training
flight, the experimental simulator software provided the raw
parameters given in Table I for
each flight phase. Additional
Fig. 1. Definition of coordinate system for the estimation of the relative movement parameters between the space
parameters of fuel consumption
craft (SC) and the space station (SS) docking target. In the figure the position of the SC’s telecamera is given; however,
and the evaluation of the optithe parameters are calculated with regard to the docking apparatus of the SC.
mal use of fuel were also given.
defined for all controllable parameters and any deviation from
All approaches, including fuel parameters, were excluded from
the range was registered per time interval (safety ranges are given
the herein presented performance analyses.
in Appendix A, Table AI online; 10.3357/amhp.4433sd.2016).
A FA provides a reference frame (usually an orthogonal
Fig. 2 illustrates the safety range for an example flight track
dimensional space) that explains the most variance of the
around the Mir space station.
numerous raw parameters with a reduced set of factors (dimenFor each ith flight phase a quality coefficient Kti was calcusions). The herein used approach accepted as factors all
lated. These coefficients were combined to give a weighted aver- eigenvectors with substantial variance, not only those with
an eigenvalue larger than 1 (Kaiser-Guttman-Rule12, p.482). The
age as common Kt (Eq. 1).
full-factor solution (all eigenvectors are “factors”) is accepted as
m
ti t0
the only explanation of the overall variance of the data12, p.465
C
1

e
Kt

i
i
Eq. 1, and this approach needs as much as possible explained variKt  i 1m
ance. The presented approach included all eigenvectors, which
ti t0
Ci 1  e

explain together 90% of the cumulative variance.
i 1
The flight around the space station or all other possible
where m 5 number of flight phases (for the complete redock- approach flights toward the area of stabilization (stabilizaing flight m 5 5), b1 5 [1, 1, 2, 3, 3], t0 5 25, and t1 5 duration
tion2) prior to the final approach differ for all training situaof ith flight phase. The Kt represents an expert knowledge-based
tions. The stabilization2 phase is the first standardized and
common evaluation of a complete redocking training flight. ultimate flight phase for all docking tasks. Therefore, explorHowever, it is applicable also for the shorter training flights in atory FAs were run for the last three flight phases separately
the experiment, consisting only of phases 3 to 5. Kt5 is the Kti (for detail see Appendix B online; 10.3357/amhp4433sd.2016).
Afterwards a set of multiple regression functions was calwith i 5 5.
culated separately for each performance factor and each
In the first statistical approach for integrating several raw
parameters of a docking flight into one coefficient for “work
flight phase to allow for future training flight evaluations
quality,” canonical correlation analysis was used,14–16 but will (given in SPSS script style in Appendix B online; 10.3357/
amhp4433sd.2016).
not be described herein again. In a second statistical approach,
Confirmatory FA (AMOS 7.0, SPSS, IBM) was used to investigate whether the factor-analytic performance model has the
same general structure for all cosmonauts. Furthermore, the
model was individualized for each cosmonaut, differentiating
between the docking skills of the cosmonauts. In contrast to the
exploratory FA, which looks for factors in a particular data set,
the confirmatory FA assumes the existence of a given factor
structure and tests how the raw data fit this factor model. For
the confirmatory FA, the raw data are required as an input to
test whether the constructed vector space is reliable and stable
across different data samples. A model of confirmatory FA
represents a set of linear equations also known as a “structural
equation model.” However, AMOS provides a graphic user
interface for modeling the equation systems of the confirmatory FA, resulting in graphs. The confirmatory FA models
were developed in an iterative process and were then applied
Fig. 2. Example of a defined track range flying around Mir.
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separately to each cosmonaut. The Chi-squared test was used to
examine the fit of the models.
The cosmonauts are assumed to have individual styles of
control during docking maneuvers. This could be assessed by
means of the different confirmatory FA models and the fits
for each cosmonaut. Another approach to assess individuality
groups is the use of cluster analyses. The WARD method was
used, which is known to detect very robustly the number of
clusters in a certain data mass.3 The pairs of single data sets are
analyzed and a measure of distance is calculated based on
Euclid squares of differences in the single parameters. Groups
of data sets with low distances are assigned to one and the same
cluster, herein a group of a certain control style.
In most fields of science, the P-value hypothesis test has
established a monopoly on statistical reporting. An alternative
measure is conveyed by a Bayesian hypothesis test, which prefers the model with the highest average likelihood.1,2 Bayesian
multilevel modeling provides probabilities for expected next
events (more in detail in Appendix C online; 10.3357/
amhp.4433sd.2016). This could be of great importance for the
prediction of the next future performance of a cosmonaut.
The following assumptions were aimed to be tested by developing and testing different performance evaluation methods:
• We assumed an increased performance level on ISS.
• The different integration approaches should provide correlating indicators, however, assessing different aspects of
performance.
• New performance evaluation summarizing over whole mission phases can be provided.
• Individual work styles can be assessed.
• Statistical predictions of expectable performance can be
provided.
The PILOT experiment, part of the Russian long-term space
research program, was jointly developed between scientists and
engineers of the IBMP, RSC Energia, and DLR. The IBMP
developed the initial scientific idea and the first research simulator software. IBMP was the general lead for the development
of performance evaluation methods. RSC Energia provided
the onboard computer, hand controls, onboard integration,
the space transportation, and crew time on board. Since the
beginning of the ISS epoch, RSC Energia has provided the
high-quality simulation software. The DLR provided the psychophysiological assessment systems and methods, and supported the data analysis. The “PILOT” experiment was approved
both by the local IRB (IBMP) and the Human Research Multilateral Review Board (for ISS experiments).
Subjects

Russian male adults participated in the study. For the in-flight
studies, 5 cosmonauts served as subjects on the Mir station, and
12 cosmonauts served on ISS.
Procedure

From 1996 to 2001 on the Mir station and 2008–2011 on the
ISS, all Russian cosmonauts underwent three preflight (21 mo,

210 d, 23 d prior to launch) and three postflight (+3 d, +10 d,
+2 to 3 mo post-landing) experiments. The individual flight
duration differed, but was around 6 mo (min 164, max 195 d).
In flight, the cosmonauts executed the experiment on Mir sporadically, but on the ISS at regular monthly intervals.
The PILOT experiment aimed to investigate cosmonaut’s
skill in and performance of manual docking of a Soyuz spacecraft on the space stations (Mir and ISS) during different stages
of long-term spaceflights. The experimental docking simulator
challenged the cosmonauts with a series of docking flight tasks.
For the dynamic and informational equivalence to real docking
maneuvers, the simulation was based on mathematical models
for real hand control of the Soyuz SC. The cosmonaut saw a
synthesized view of the actual space station on the screen identical to the optical camera view of the real docking system. The
required technical information was provided by RSC Energia
and the experimental simulator was verified by RSC Energia
with support from Russian cosmonauts. The quality of the computer model increased from the Mir period to the ISS epoch on
a photographic level; however, the dynamics of the controlled
SC remained identical. Original standard control handles were
used for the experiments.
During the experimental docking flights no instruments
for flight parameters or information about relative speed or
distance to the SS were presented to the cosmonauts. Instead,
they had to fly strictly based on the visual information on the
screen. During the Mir period (1996–2000), three tasks were
given per training session, whereas in the ISS epoch (2008–
2011), five tasks had to be fulfilled. All tasks were different but
their order remained identical for each experimental session.
The tasks focused on the moment of docking and started at
the end of different flights-around toward different docking
points.
As primary outcome measures of performance the Kt, as
well as the phase specific coefficient of exactness (Kt5, assessing
exactness of the final approach and the docking contact), were
used as provided by the simulator software. Additionally, a
pass/fail criterion was estimated. A docking was considered to
be successful if all final parameters of distances and speeds
during the docking contact were within given safety ranges
(Appendix A online; 10.3357/amhp4433sd.2016).
The main statistical work was done with the SPSS for
Windows package. The results presented herein were calculated using version SPSS v.20. For the comparison of performance level between Mir and ISS, nonparametric tests were run
and linear mixed effect (LME) models were tested to confirm
these results. Because the Kt and Kt5 data were not normally
distributed, it was deemed necessary to perform a Box-Cox
transformation of these data. A Box-Cox transformation optimizes the exponent l of an exponential transformation with
the aim to result in a normal distribution of transformed data.
It was then necessary to perform Box-Cox transformations of
the Kt and Kt5 data. The LME models included as fixed effects
the stations, mission phases, and the flight number within a
training session. The cosmonaut ID was set as random effect.
Variances were allowed to differ among cosmonauts, and LME
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models were optimized according to the Akaike information
criterion. A model was accepted if the residuals were not
rejected as being normally distributed.
The comparison of the different approaches of performance
assessment presented herein was performed by correlation
analyses. Cluster analyses were used to detect particularities of
individual cosmonauts in their docking skills. Bayesian analyses were carried out in the “R” statistical environment (version
2.9.2, www.r-project.org). The level for statistical significance
was set to a 5 0.05.

RESULTS
The mean coefficient Kt was 0.634 (SD 5 0.15) on the Mir station and 0.875 (SD 5 0.09) on the ISS; the mean Kt5 was 0.814
(SD 5 0.23) on Mir and 0.839 (SD 5 0.15) on the ISS. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejected normality of the distribution of Kt and Kt5 for both stations. The left-skewness indicated a dominance of higher performance values.
In the first step, nonparametric testing (Mann-Whitney U)
was employed for a statistical comparison between stations. The
Kt score was significantly different (P , 0.001), but not the
Kt5 (P 5 0.410). However, in testing with the two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, both coefficients differed between
the stations (Kt: P , 0.001; Kt5: P 5 0.011). Fig. 3 presents the
common performance score Kt of both stations over the mission phases (preflight, in-flight, postflight) and over a training
session (in-flight data only).
For all further statistical testing, the result of the MannWhitney test will be given; however, for comparisons between
mission phases and between the flight tasks of a training session, a LME model is the appropriate and desired analysis. The
residuals of LMEs with the original Kt and Kt5 data were not

normally distributed and, therefore, the Kt and Kt5 were BoxCox transformed. The Kt scores could be transformed into a
value Kt_t 5 (Kt 2 0.19 + 1)4.35, which was not rejected and
was normally distributed (P 5 0.088). The result of the LME
with the transformed values determined that the residuals
were normally distributed (P 5 0.108). The fixed effects of
station [df: num 1, denum: 16,925, F(1, 16,925) 5 75.614,
P , 0.001], mission phase [df: num 2, denum: 693,830,
F(2, 693,830) 5 8.949, P , 0.001], and flight number [df:
num 4, denum: 682,927, F(4, 682,927) 5 83,514, P , 0.001]
were significant and the interaction between station and mission phase was also significant [df: num 2, denum: 693,901,
F(2, 693,901) 5 18.799, P , 0.001]. However, no significance
occurred for the interaction of mission phase and flight number [df: num 8, denum: 683,008, F(8, 683,008) 5 0.984, P ,
0.504]. The Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) was about
2782.48. Excluding the insignificant interaction of mission
phase and flight number provided an AIC of 2790.57, indicating the model was slightly worse. In summary, performance
was different both between the stations and between mission
phases. Additionally, the performance changes between mission
phases were different for both stations. The task performance
between the different tasks within a training session differed.
These differences remained constant over the mission phases.
For the Kt5 no successful box transformation for normalization was found. The residuals of any applied LME were never
normally distributed. However, after exclusion of outlier values
of Kt5 (occurring only in the Mir data; |Kt5| . . 3*SDKt,
remaining nMIR 5 92, nISS 5 610) a LME model was found with
normally distributed residuals (P 5 0.113). Although the effect
of mission phase did not reach statistical significance (P 5
0.087), the effect of flight number was confirmed to be significant (P , 0.001).The effect of station (Kt5,MIR 5 0.853, SD 5
0.19; Kt5,ISS 5 0.839, SD 5 0.15) was insignificant [F(1, 16) 5

Fig. 3. Mean performance (Kt) on Mir and the ISS. Left: over mission phases; right: over flight tasks within a training session.
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0.335, P 5 0.571], but its interaction with mission phases was
significant [F(2, 677) 5 9.895, P , 0.001]. Although the flight
number effect was significant [F(4, 667) 5 15.595, P , 0.001],
its interaction with the mission phase was not [F(8, 667) 5
0.307, P 5 0.963]. For the Kt5 model, the AIC was 10,402.9,
which was nearly four times larger than for the Kt models, thus
indicating that the Kt5-model was much less accurate than the
Kt models.
The different flight phases were factor analyzed separately.
Parameters were selected for the different flight phase that best
described changes in those flight phases, as described in detail
below. The data set, cleaned from outliers, was used for modeling the reference frames. Only data obtained during spaceflights were included.
For the most relevant flight phase (moment), the docking
contact, nine raw parameters were analyzed. Based on the
cumulatively explained variances (see Appendix B online;
10.3357/amhp4433sd.2016) an eight-factor model for the
Ktf_contact was accepted. There were 11 variables used for the
final approach phase FA. These variables were all standard
deviations of raw parameters. A six-factor model for the
Ktf_final_approach was accepted. The stabilization2 phase prior to
the final approach was factor-analytic analyzed using 12 variables. A five-factor model for the Ktf_stabilization2 was accepted.
In the simulator software, the docking contact performance
is integrated together with the last few meters of the final
approach into the Kt5 coefficient. Therefore, an additional FA
was run including the variables of the docking contact analysis
and the final approach analysis. An eight-factor model was
accepted for the coefficient Kt_f_Kt5 as analogue of the original
Kt5 coefficient.
Analogous to the original Kt, the factor-analytic performance
scores were averaged across phases to provide a common factoranalytic coefficient of exactness, as summarized in Eq. 2.
Kt f  Kt f_ stabilization2

Kt f_ final approach

Kt f_ contact /3

Eq. 2

The factor-analytic common coefficient of exactness Ktf was
significantly higher on the ISS compared to the Mir station
[Ktt_MIR 5 0.755, Ktf_ISS 5 0.812; Mann-Whitney U, P , 0.001;
LME: F(1, 12) 5 16.68, P 5 0.001, normally distributed
residuals].
Fig. 4 illustrates the differences of the flight phase wise factoranalytic coefficients of exactness. The Ktf_contact for the docking
contact moment was significantly increased on the ISS [MannWhitney U, P , 0.001; LME: F(1, 18) 5 23.66, P , 0.001,
normally distributed residuals]. The Ktf_stabilization2 for the stabilization phase was also significantly higher on the ISS [MannWhitney U, P , 0.001; LME: F(1, 13) 5 9.377, P 5 0.008,
normally distributed residuals].
The residuals of the LME with the original Ktf_final_approach
values did not distribute normally. After Box-Cox transformation of the original values, the residuals of the LME became
normally distributed; however, the station effect was not significant [Mann-Whitney U, P 5 0.506; LME: F(1, 16) 5 2.58, P 5
0.128]. The combination of the “docking contact” and the “final

approach” into one FA provided a significant effect between the
space stations and normally distributed residuals [Ktf_Kt5,MIR 5
0.806, Ktf_Kt5,ISS 5 0.852; Mann-Whitney U, P 5 0.011; LME:
F(1, 15) 5 20.95, P , 0.001].
Table II presents the correlations among the different coefficients of performance. High correlation between factoranalytic and original expert coefficients can be considered as
validation of the latter ones. Significant correlations were found
for the coefficient of stabilization2 (Ktf_stabilization2) with the
original phase 4 score Kt4 and with both common coefficients
(Kt and Ktf ). No correlation was found for the expert evaluation
of the final approach phase (Kt5) and its factor-analytic evaluation (Ktf_Kt5).
Assuming that the standard Kt5 coefficient combined the
final approach and the docking contact moment, the confirmatory FA presented herein attempted to verify the Ktf_Kt5 coefficient. In Fig. 5 the four factor (ellipses) model is depicted.
Of the 13 input variables, 11 (rectangles) of the exploratory
FA were sufficient to explain the variance and to differentiate
among subjects. Error terms (circles) completed the model. The
different variants of this model were only allowed to have different interrelations among the four basic factors. In other words,
the basic factors show significant correlation when in the model
an interrelation arrow is present. In Model 41, illustrated in
Fig. 5, all four basic factors (docking, final SC, pitch SS, yaw SS)
were correlated.
In models 42 to 45, different interrelations of these basic factors were left out. No model was found to describe the individual data of any cosmonauts without any interrelation. In a
former confirmatory FA approach (not illustrated here), the
final approach and the docking contact moment were modeled
separately. This former three factor model is assumed to be
similar to the Ktf_final_approach evaluation and consists only of the
lowest three factors of the given model. The different versions of
the three-factor models are identified in Table III and Table IV
with numbers in the 30s. The models sufficiently explain the
variance of the obtained performance if P of the Chi-squared
test is .0.2 and the model was assigned to fit the data for a certain cosmonaut.
For testing whether the different models are related to performance, the classic and newly developed performance indicators were compared between the fit and nonfit groups for all
models. Table III presents the significances of the performance
differences, illustrating that numerous models are related to
the docking performance. For each cosmonaut the models were
verified to fit or not (see Table IV). Excluding the cases where
the number of available training flights was too small for any fit,
one could recognize that the cosmonauts differed clearly in the
fit of the models. This could be interpreted as differences in the
personal styles of docking. Individual patterns of the hand
control docking skill were also differentiated by cluster analysis
(Fig. 6). The factor-analytic performance scores of the different
flight phases were averaged for each cosmonaut. These averaged values were put into a WARD cluster analysis.
One large main group and four individual outliers could be
identified. Strikingly, all outliers were cosmonauts from the
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A main aim of all training and
performance evaluation is the
prediction of the expected performance of the next, usually the
upcoming “real” docking. Bayesian statistics promises probability
estimation for upcoming events.
For this kind of analysis we used
the pass/fail data. The cosmonauts’ successes and failures with
regard to some safety range criteria provided individual percentages of success. The mean
percentage was significantly different between both stations
(Mann-Whitney U, P , 0.001).
Our Bayesian analysis starts with
calculating a conditional probability as to whether the next
(training) flight will be successful if the training flight before
was successful. The expected
docking success was found to be
significantly higher on the ISS
(Wilcoxon W 5 9, P , 0.03). It
Fig. 4. Factor-analytic performance scores of three flight phases on Mir and the ISS. Light grey: Ktf_contact; medium is, however, necessary to mention
grey: Ktf_final_approach; and dark grey: Ktf_stabilization2.
that the level of expected success
was still sufficient on the Mir staMir station (cc 5 0.652, P 5 0.014). The group of Mir cosmo- tion. Fig. 7 illustrates in a graphic form the probability internauts was not only different from the group of ISS cosmonauts, vals of success in next docking maneuver for each cosmonaut.
but also clearly nonhomogeneous. The standard coefficients for The pass-fail percentage represents the x-axis of this graph.
The y-axis provides the expected probability for success
performance Kt and Kt5 were significantly different among the
and the respective range. The mean expected probability of
cluster groups (both: Mann-Whitney U, P , 0.001).

Table II. Pearson Correlations (r) and Significances (P) Between Expert Scores and Factor-Analytic Scores of Performance.
Ktf

Ktf_contact

Ktf_final

Kt5

Ktf_Kt5

Kt4

Ktf_stabilization2

0.546
*

0.424
*

0.242
*

0.470
*

0.340
*

0.774
*

0.475
*

0.683
*

0.612
*

0.104
0.061

0.765
*

0.447
*

0.603
*

0.191
*

0.132
0.015

0.622
*

0.409
*

0.020
0.719

0.092
0.093

0.745
*

0.249
*

0.158
0.004

0.064
0.244

0.271
*

0.097
0.078

0.295
*

0.149
0.007

Kt
r
P
Ktf
r
P
Ktf_contact
R
P
Ktf_final_approach
r
P
Kt5
R
P
Ktf_Kt5
R
P
Kt4
r
P

0.241
*

Correlation analysis among coefficients of exactness, * P , 0.001.
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Fig. 5. The confirmatory factor model of spacecraft docking performance
graphically represents a system of equations. A basic four-factor model (ellipses)
is explained by 11 variables (rectangles) and the respective error terms (circles).
A Chi-squared test confirms (P . 0.2) whether this model fits a data set or not.

successful docking for all cosmonauts was 80% (dashed horizontal line). However, the individual approach (dotted diagonal
line) illustrates that a higher success probability is expected
from cosmonauts with a higher training flight success.

DISCUSSION
Salnitski and his colleagues provided the very first computerized and autonomous onboard research simulator for an
important and really complex space operation—the manual
docking of a spacecraft on the Mir station.13 Historically, this
became necessary because the former training system was
based on satellite connections and data transmission between
the station and Earth. Therefore, this training system was not

always available. A main result of this research demonstrates
that performance level, assessed by means of the coefficient of
exactness Kt, was, from a safety perspective, high enough on the
Mir station. The greatest difficulties were found with the very
first cosmonauts on the Mir station who were not sufficiently
familiarized with the research simulator before the flight because
the hardware arrived only during their spaceflight. However,
one has to thank them because they made the research simulator run on board.
Preliminary results obtained on the Mir station13 during
some selected missions suggested that a break in training of
about 90 d significantly degraded performance below the safety
requirements. A comparison of the Mir period and the ISS
epoch of the PILOT experiment demonstrated a significant
improvement of experimental docking quality on the ISS (Table
I, Fig. 2). A significant interaction (LME) between the stations
and the flight phases underlines the more intensive preparation
of the cosmonauts and their constantly high skills during the
ISS epoch, whereas during the Mir period the cosmonaut’s performance still increased after their flight, indicating a further
training effect.
The work of Salnitski and colleagues with respect to the performance assessment was of striking importance. Thereafter,
permanent new approaches were verified and compared with
others for validation. Unfortunately, the capacity of data transfer between the station and Earth was limited during the Mir
period and only condensed results were transferred. Therefore,
the performance assessment was programmed to provide fixed
results. The methodology used here is presented in detail for
the first time and all post hoc analyses were oriented on validation of these results. Also, the raw data was successfully
cross-validated due to inherent physical relationships. For
example, a certain turn around the x-axis (bank) also increased
the distance measures for the z-axis and so on. Integration of
the mass of raw data, however, was based on assumptions and
expert decisions. It remained an open question whether the
definition of a certain safety range for a raw parameter was
really optimal. Also, the integration of all single quality evaluations for single phases and then into a common parameter (Kt)
was not based on data, but rather on the decision of the experts.
The main advantage of this kind of performance evaluation was
the fully mathematically described apparatus. The subjective
evaluations of the instructors, based on their experience with
the docking system, and the cosmonaut were of essential value,

Table III. Performance Differences for Confirmatory FA Model Fits vs. Nonfits.
MODEL
31
32
33
41
42
43
44
45

Kt4

Kt5

Kt

Ktf_contact

Ktf_final_approach

Ktf_stabilization2

Ktf_Kt5

Ktf

0.147
0.024
*
0.602
0.091
0.135
0.901
0.430

0.002
0.094
0.131
0.234
0.000
0.359
0.057
0.008

0.849
0.466
0.013
0.444
0.001
0.036
0.095
0.165

0.233
0.343
0.011
0.033
0.019
0.976
0.022
*

*
0.003
0.541
0.089
0.201
0.007
0.037
0.100

0.001
0.560
0.660
0.019
*
*
*
*

0.008
0.036
0.085
0.532
0.318
0.059
0.825
0.133

*
0.017
0.073
0.503
0.318
*
0.036
0.675

P-values of Mann-Whitney-test, * P , 0.001.
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Table IV. Fit and No-Fit for All Models and All Cosmonauts.
STATION
1

2

COSMONAUT

MODEL 31

MODEL 32

MODEL 33

MODEL 41

MODEL 42

MODEL 43

MODEL 44

MODEL 45

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
K
L
M
N
O
P
R
S

1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

but could not objectively guarantee the comparability of evaluations between different training sessions of a cosmonaut or
even between different cosmonauts.
A factor-analytic verification seemed to be appropriate to
compare the expert evaluations with a strictly mathematical
one. Different factor-analytical approaches were tested and a
common analysis over all available variables did not provide
any reasonable results. The flight phase wise approaches promised to be more successful. Additionally, the final “docking
contact” was analyzed separately. Within the system of expert
coefficients of exactness, this moment was included in the “final
approach” phase (Kt5). For the three flight phases “stabilization2,” “final approach,” and “docking contact,” factor models
could be found reducing the large amount of raw parameters
but still explaining most of the data variance.

Fig. 6. Cluster dendrogram of factor-analytic performance values for each
cosmonaut.
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Dividing the Kt5 into a “final approach” performance and a
separate performance of the “docking contact” provided interesting results. The most striking seems to us that the performance during the final approach was not different between
both space stations, but rather the separately evaluated docking
contact moments were of significantly higher quality on the ISS
(Fig. 4). As shown in Table II, correlation between original performance scores and factor-analytic scores for the “stabilization2” (Kt4) and “final approach” (Kt5) flight phases were either
not statistically significant or of very low significance.
The expert performance evaluations of phase 5 (Kt5), the
“final approach” inclusive “contact,” remain difficult to interpret. Good correlation was found between the common coefficient of the Russian standard expert evaluation (Kt) and the
common factor-analytic coefficient of exactness (Ktf ). Also the
reunified Ktf_Kt5 correlated highly with Ktf.
For a statistical verification of the found factor structures by
means of confirmatory factor modeling, we reunified the “final
approach” and the “docking contact” to be comparable to the

Fig. 7. Bayesian probability intervals of success for each cosmonaut. Dashed
horizontal line: mean expected probability of successful docking for all cosmonauts; dotted diagonal line: individual probability of success.
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Kt5. A three-factor model was found for the “final approach”
separately and a four-factor model could be confirmed for the
“re-unified” flight phase 5. However, a separate factor, derived
from the variables describing the contact moment, appears in
the four-factor model. This suggests that the moment of contact is independent of the former final approach. The separate
evaluation of the “docking contact” by the pass-fail criterion
also supports our separate approaches with factor-analytic
methods for the different flight phases, separating the contact moment. In our opinion, the Kt5 coefficient especially
needs more detailed analyses and, as concluded, improvements. However, in summary one can conclude that the expert
evaluation by means of Kt’s could be generally confirmed by
factor-analytic verification.
In Table III, it is shown that these factor models are related
to performance results assessed by the different indicators. For
the group of data where a model fits, higher performance results
were found. To us, this seems to be worth following up in future
research.
The confirmatory FA model confirmation was different for
individual cosmonauts. Table IV represents the individual pattern of fit and nonfit of the models for all cosmonauts. This
could possibly be an approach to assess individual control styles
in docking maneuvers. We assume that a model with fewer
interrelations among the basic factors could describe a higher
skill level of the operator. This should also be a topic for future
research. For the use of these confirmatory FA models it will be
necessary to ensure that the cosmonauts could run enough
training flights so that the models are not rejected due to low
numbers as happened with the first data.
Individual styles of docking control could also be assessed
by means of cluster analysis using the factor-analytic flight
phase wise performance evaluation. It could be shown that the
control style was completely different between cosmonauts on
the Mir station and on the ISS. Additionally, the styles among
the Mir cosmonauts were nonhomogeneous. We interpret this
again as an effect of an intensified docking training preflight
using the onboard system which was used on ISS also for the
PILOT experiment. This resulted in a more equalized performance as well as a more homogenized control style of the ISS
cosmonauts.
The final aim of all docking training is to guarantee the
docking success and, if possible, to predict the expected success
quality and probability. For the evaluation of a docking training
flight, in practice a strict data-based decision had to be made:
12 parameters had to be within defined safety ranges. Based on
the pass-fail criterion, it is possible to calculate the conditional
probability for success if the previous test flight was successful.
By the extended Bayesian inference method of multilevel modeling, one can estimate the expected performance range. We
have chosen a large probability range of 95% for a high likelihood of the predicted result; however, this results in larger
deviation ranges (Fig. 7). There is a stringent conclusion that
individuals with nearly 100% success during training flights are
required to have an acceptable prediction for future docking
success.

For future research it is desired that methods of performance
evaluation are able to be repeatedly analyzed based on the
whole training flight and on all available parameters, including
all inputs from the control handles. Immediate onboard feedback is mandatory and was successful on Mir and ISS. However,
for the use of new analytical methods established during the
last few years, the provided data for a post analysis should be
enlarged as the data transfer bandwidth from space is no longer
a limiting factor.
Overall, the PILOT experiment demonstrated that the performance level of Russian cosmonauts in a mission relevant
maneuver, the hand controlled docking of a spacecraft on a
space station, was found to be significantly improved on the ISS
in comparison to the Mir station. This can be interpreted as an
enhancement of whole mission safety. In our opinion the main
reasons are the increased number of docking training sessions
(including the experimental sessions) and the increased number of flight tasks during a session. For future missions, a further increase in training tasks or even a special self-sufficient
educational program could be useful for astronauts with less
docking maneuver training prior to their flight. However, docking training over a period of, e.g., 3 yr does not appear to be
necessary if the skill set is only needed at the end of a mission.
Therefore, a training system that individually analyzes weaknesses and suggests adequate training sessions is desired.
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